Archaeometric investigation of pit-fire structures: a ceramic pyrotechnology experiment
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Résumé

In the archaeological and archaeometric studies of ceramics, the definition of the thermal system of fire structures is a very important issue (Gosselain, 1992; McDonnell, 2001; Gibbs, 2015, Rice, 2015). Firing structures are associated with different thermal systems (Gosselain, 1992) that leave their traces both in the remains of kilns identified from archaeological excavations and in the fragments of ceramic objects.

The need of understanding the functioning of these types of kilns was the starting point for organizing a pyrotechnological experiment aimed at firing ceramic artifacts in a "pit" kiln, with a clay cover.

The created structure had dimensions of 1.0 m × 0.95 m and a depth of 0.5 m. The fire was lit using small pieces of dried wood, while charcoal was the fuel that sustained the firing phase, lasting about 2 days, until the fuel was completely exhausted, and the firing system cooled down. The use of thermocouples allowed the constant monitoring of the structure temperature on 5 different points for the duration of the experiment, until the temperature cooled down to about 150 °C.

The archaeometric investigation focused on the study of the fragments of the clay cover, on the walls of the firing pit (reddening rim) and on the fragments of ceramic artefacts. The analytical approach was based on the use of Optical and Scanning Electron Microscope, Electron Microprobe and X-ray powder diffraction.

The acquired data allow to evaluate the variation of the temperature inside the fire structure during the firing process. The comparison between thermal and mineralogical data represents the opportunity to verify the correlations between these two parameters.
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